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What is the role of quality standards in Aluminium Formwork System & Steel Scaffolding Formwork system and also tell us what are the standards placed in your company to ensure quality standards? 

For any Formwork system Quality Standards must be followed as it is a universal practice. The Quality Standards are also the primary tool to distinguish the quality of product in the current market. In the case of aluminium Formwork, it is a larger and more complex system than the steel Formwork, and thus requires higher quality standards. The company places emphasis on implementing strict quality control measures in all stages of production. We have been involved in several projects where we have successfully delivered high-quality Formwork systems to our clients. 

What are the current technological trends in the Aluminium Formwork Industry? 

Customer is more interested in opting for Formwork solutions which are user-friendly, with in-built safety features, enabling easy and efficient construction. These technological advancements have made Formwork systems more efficient, safe, and cost-effective. 

What is the focus of providing system with built Quality control & self-mechanization? 

Our approach is to provide a complete solution to our clients, from design to installation, ensuring that the Formwork systems are delivered on time and meet the highest quality standards. We prioritize customer satisfaction and strive to deliver reliable and cost-effective solutions. 

We focus on providing system with built Quality control & self-mechanization. Less dependency on manual labour is one of the key features of "MFS's Aluminium Formwork System". Customers are interested in opting for Formwork systems which are user-friendly, with in-built safety features, enabling easy and efficient construction. These technological advancements have made Formwork systems more efficient, safe, and cost-effective. 

The focus on quality control and self-mechanization is essential for the success of the company. It ensures that the Formwork systems are delivered on time and meet the highest quality standards. We prioritize customer satisfaction and strive to deliver reliable and cost-effective solutions.
This comes as a great opportunity for Indian manufacturers to compete with global agencies but at the same time, it also requires quality dependable as our Global standards. We are fully geared to cater Indian Construction Industry with the Best Quality products. In - Time Deliveries and Best Technical Support. We are the first to face any Challenges with Positive Attitude. We would be re-thinking to serve Indian Formwork Industry to grow to new heights. As eIF's Aluminium Formwork system we encourage this great initiative and will contribute to make it successful.

What value added services do MFS Formwork offer to its customers in India?

"Ease of Scaffolding System" & "MFS" Aluminium Formwork System offers Formwork Solution & services for Fast delivery of the highest quality. eIF's aluminium Formwork System is well known as complete solution provider in the respective industries. It includes basic to advanced aspects of Formwork & Scaffolding components which can cater the need of forming any modern structure. Aluminium Formwork System is next level solution, which is scaling up the front line products.

MFS also offers comprehensive designing of formwork system, training / supervision / inspection of formwork at the site as well as on our site. eIF's Steel / Aluminium Formwork System also provides technical support / services for usage of existing inventory. MFS Formwork System are "eIF" work with our customers as an "associate" and not as "vendor" by getting involved in depth which results in providing best technical solution ensuring long term relations with the customer.

What is your view on ethics in this profession? How can you ensure ethical practices in your projects?

Ethics is the most important professional skill that should be number one priority which ensures long-term association & repeat business which in turn increases the value of any organization. For Formwork industry ethical practices are must as Quality & Speed of work is depends on the type of Formwork System. From the above points, it can be clearly visible that Formwork System is our life & at the time of proposal we suggest multiple options to the customer based on timelines, construction sequence, lay out plan for most viable & economical solution. We believe in providing best solution to the customer by optimizing their required materials under the order value for particular project and visitor expects orders & positive feedback which is highly beneficial for the organisation & industry.

With respect to planning and expansion what is your vision in the next three years?

"eIF Aluminium Formwork System" is on top of world class manufacturing unit at Faridabad (Haryana) equipped with modern machinery & technical team who are always on toes to deliver best quality product with technology at par keeping in mind all the latest developments & requirement we continue upgrade our machinery and technology. We have invested in machines including special purpose machines based on automatic concept for consistent quality & in build quality control system which ensures flawless deliverables making our product more user friendly & value added.
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